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(A) solutions, along with any affiliates, 5,000 or less home loans,
for many of that your servicer (or an affiliate marketer) could be
the creditor or assignee;
(A) solutions, along with any affiliates, 5,000 or less home loans, for many of that your servicer (or an affiliate
marketer) could be the creditor or assignee;

(B) Is really a Housing Finance Agency, as defined in 24 CFR 266.5; or
(C) Is an entity that is nonprofit solutions 5,000 or less home loans, including any home loans serviced on the part
of associated nonprofit entities, for several of that your servicer or an associated nonprofit entity may be the
creditor. For purposes with this paragraph (age)(4)(ii)(C), the next definitions use:
(1) The term “nonprofit entity” means an entity having an income tax exemption ruling or determination page
through the Internal Revenue Service under section 501(c)(3) for the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (26 U.S.C.
501(c)(3); 26 CFR 1.501(c)(3)-1), and;

(2) The expression “associated nonprofit entities” means nonprofit entities that by agreement operate utilizing a
name that is common trademark, or servicemark to help and help a standard charitable objective or function.
(iii) Small servicer determination. In determining whether a servicer satisfies paragraph (age)(4)(ii)(A) of the
area, the servicer is examined on the basis of the home loans serviced by the servicer and any affiliates at the time
of January 1 and also for the rest associated with the twelve months. The servicer is evaluated based on the
mortgage loans serviced by the servicer as of January 1 and for the remainder of the calendar year in determining
whether a servicer satisfies paragraph (e)(4)(ii)(C) of this section. A servicer that ceases to qualify as a tiny servicer
could have half a year through the time it stops to qualify or before the next January 1, whichever is later on, to
conform to any needs from where the servicer is no longer exempt being a tiny servicer. Listed here home loans
aren’t considered in determining whether a servicer qualifies being a servicer that is small
1. Loans acquired by acquisition or merger. Any home loans acquired by way of a servicer or a joint venture
partner as an element of a merger or purchase, or included in the purchase out of all the assets or liabilities of a
branch workplace of the creditor, is highly recommended home mortgages which is why the servicer or an affiliate
marketer could be the creditor to that the home loan is initially payable. A branch office means either an office of a
depository organization this is certainly authorized being a branch with a Federal or State agency that is
supervisory a workplace of a for-profit home loan loan company (except that a depository institution) which takes
applications through the public for home loans.
2. Timing for tiny servicer exemption. The next examples indicate whenever installment loans arkansas a
servicer either is known as or perhaps is not any longer considered a tiny servicer under § 1026.41(e)(4)(ii)(A) and
(C):
I. Assume a servicer (that at the time of January hands down the present year qualifies as a little servicer) starts
servicing a lot more than 5,000 home loans on October 1, and solutions significantly more than 5,000 home loans
at the time of January one of the year that is following. The servicer would no further be viewed a little servicer on
January one of the following year and will have to adhere to any needs from where it’s no longer exempt as a little
servicer on April one of the year that is following.
Ii. Assume a servicer (that at the time of January one of the present 12 months qualifies as a tiny servicer) starts
servicing a lot more than 5,000 home mortgages on February 1, and solutions significantly more than 5,000 home
mortgages at the time of January hands down the year that is following. The servicer would not any longer be
looked at a servicer that is small January one of the following year and will have to conform to any needs from
where it’s no longer exempt as a little servicer on that same January 1.
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Iii. Assume a servicer (that at the time of January one of the present 12
months qualifies as a little servicer) starts servicing over 5,000 home loans
on February 1, but solutions less than 5,000 home loans at the time of
January one of the year that is following. The servicer is recognized as a
little servicer for the year that is following.
3. Home loans perhaps not considered in determining whether a servicer is a little servicer. Home
mortgages that aren’t considered pursuant to § 1026.41(e)(4 iii that is)( in using § 1026.41(e)(4)(ii)(A) are maybe
maybe not considered either for determining whether a servicer (along with any affiliates) solutions 5,000 or less
home mortgages or whether a servicer is servicing just home mortgages it (or a joint venture partner) has or
originated. For instance, assume a servicer solutions 5,400 home mortgages. Of those home loans, the servicer
has or originated 4,800 home loans, voluntarily solutions 300 home loans that neither it (nor an affiliate marketer)
has or originated as well as for that your servicer doesn’t get any compensation or costs, and services 300
mortgage that is reverse. The voluntarily serviced mortgage loans and mortgage that is reverse aren’t considered
in determining perhaps the servicer qualifies as a tiny servicer pursuant to § 1026.41(e)(4)(iii)(A). Hence, because
just the 4,800 home loans owned or originated by the servicer are thought in determining whether or not the
servicer qualifies as a tiny servicer, the servicer satisfies § 1026.41(e)(4)(ii)(A) pertaining to all 5,400 home
mortgages it solutions.
4. Home mortgages perhaps not considered in determining whether a nonprofit entity is really a servicer
that is small. Home mortgages that aren’t considered pursuant to § 1026.41(e)(4 iii that is)( in using §
1026.41(e)(4)(ii)(C) are perhaps not considered either for determining whether a nonprofit entity services 5,000 or
less home loans, including any home mortgages serviced with respect to associated nonprofit entities, or whether a
nonprofit entity is servicing just home loans so it or an associated nonprofit entity originated. For instance, assume
a servicer that is an entity that is nonprofit 5,400 home loans. Of those home loans, the entity that is nonprofit 2,800
mortgage loans and associated nonprofit entities originated 2,000 home mortgages. The entity that is nonprofit
settlement for servicing the loans originated by associated nonprofits. The nonprofit entity additionally voluntarily
solutions 600 home loans which were originated by an entity that’s not an associated nonprofit entity, and gets no
payment or costs for servicing these loans. The voluntarily serviced home loans aren’t considered in determining
perhaps the servicer qualifies being a servicer that is small. Therefore, because just the 4,800 home mortgages
originated by the nonprofit entity or connected nonprofit entities are thought in determining if the servicer qualifies
as a little servicer, the servicer satisfies § 1026.41(e)(4)(ii)(C) pertaining to all 5,400 home loans it solutions.
5. Limited part of voluntarily serviced home loans. Reverse mortgages and home loans guaranteed by
customers‘ passions in timeshare plans, as well as maybe maybe not being considered in determining servicer
that is small, may also be exempt through the needs of § 1026.41. In comparison, although voluntarily serviced
home loans, as defined by § 1026.41(e)(4)(iii)(A), are likewise maybe not considered in determining tiny servicer
status, they’re not exempt through the needs of § 1026.41. Therefore, a servicer that will not qualify as a little
servicer wouldn’t normally need to offer regular statements for reverse mortgages and timeshare plans because
they’re exempt through the guideline, but will have to offer regular statements for home loans it voluntarily
services.
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